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Resistance jof Uhslged 19-0unc9 Nylon Aick to 

Perforation "by Traanqnt-Slmulatlng Projectiles 

1. In accordance with a request of the Office,  Chief of Ordnance , 
rariorus muabers of plies of unsized l^-ounee nylon duck hare recently been 
tested at this arsenal. 

2. in comparison with taoples of sized 17i-ounoe nylon duck preriously 
tested here2^, the resistance of an equiralent weight of the subject material 
was slightly inferior.    Thus the resistance engendered by the use of a sizing 
agent appears to more than oonpensate for the resultant increase in weight. 

3. Samples of this material were cut into pieooa lä" x 12",  stretched 
taut, and attached rigidly to a wooden frame which, allowed a generods area to 
he unsupported from the rear into which impacts of cal.  .U5 steel-Jacketed 
hall projectiles and cal/ .22 fragment-simulating projectiles, fr-2, were 
directed.    She results of these teste appear in Table I in which they hare 
been compared with the results of earlier tests on sized 17i-ounee nylon duck. 

U.      The addition of a sizing agent to the 17i-ounce nylon duck Inr- 
oreaetd Its weight-per-unlt-area so that the weight of a giren number of plies 
in the range inrestigated was about equal to that of an assembly of unsized 
19-ounce duck using one ply less.    Herertheless, it is apparent from the test 
results that the rigidity engendered by the use of the slaing agent caused an 
Increase in the material's resistance which more than compensated for the 
increase in weight.    In general, the addition of the sizing agent was more than 
equiTalent in added resistance to the addition of an extra ply of the basic 
material.^ 

5.      On the other hand, the flexibility characteristic of the unsized ^>.. 
material may be considered of such importance as to warrant a sacrifice of 
the margin of superiority in resistance which the use of the sizing agent £C: 
has prorlded. |^; 

T,     0.0. iK)O.U2/939Ur) - Wtn too.ll?/31^3(r). 
2. WAX. 710/596. 
3. VUL 710/616. • i,'... 
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6.      If, howerer,  flexibility le not of the utaoot importance,  the 
results of these testa indicate that the use of sized fabrio is to he pre- 
ferred in the fabrication of body armor asesmblles to that of unsised fabric. 

i li. i.  SULLIYM 
▲sst.  B-eiiioer 

APPfiOVEDt 

N. ▲. NATTM/S 
Major, Ord. Dspt. 
Chief, Armor Section 
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■USLX I 

Comparison of fieslstanc« Characteristics of Uhsized 1 

19-0uace Nylon Duck with These 1 of Sized 17^'Ounoe Nylon JXick 

No. 
Plies 

SqulTalant 
Steel 
Cau^e 

Ballistic Limit 
i/a 

Material Oal..!«! G-22 

ITi-Ounc»,  Sited 9 .033" 500 — 

19-0anoe, Unsittd 11 .036" 627 1260 

17^-Ounoe,  Sized 10 .057" 675 1215 

19-0uii.ee» Unsized 12 .039" 629 1283 

17*-Ounce,  Sized 11 .0^0" 704 1310 

19-0unco, Unsized 13 .o^" 685 1309 
H i-o 

l/i-Ounce,   Sized 12 .0U4" 750 1360 

19-Chmce, Unsized Ik .oue« 688 1350 

1. Cal.   .43 steel-Jaoketed hall projectile - 230 grains. 

2. C^_.   .22 fraguant-simulating projectile -    17 grains. 
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ABSTRACT: 
Tests were conducted to determine the resistance of unsized 19-ounce Nylon duck to perforation by frag- 
ment -simulating projectiles.  Samples of the material were cut into pieces 12" x 12" , stretched taut, and * 
attached rigidly to a wooden frame which allowed a generous area to be unsupported from the rear into which 
impacts of cal. 0.45 steel-Jacfceted ball projectiles and cal. 0.22 fragment- producing projectiles, G-2, were 
directed.  The results of the tests are tabulated and compared with the results of tests on sized 17 1/2 ounce 
nylon duck.  In general, the addition of the sizing agent was more than equivalent in added resistance to the 
addition of an extra ply of the basic material.  If flexibility is not of the utmost importance, the results of the 
tests indicate that the use of sized fabric is to be preferred in the fabrication of body armor assemblies, to 
that of unsized fabric. 
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